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Across

1 Charlie Charlie 
Oscar Mike? (7)

5 Turns seeing 
opening second 
team scores (6)

10 In revolutionary 
society, I run riots 
etc. (15)

12 Number one meter 
reading (6)

13 Leaves South, 
being redundant (8)

15 Ash scattered over 
quartet symbolised 
by Roman god (5)

17 Misguided actions 
by refusal to listen 
(9)

19 Old head, toe, 
knee and 
trumpet sounds 
(4,5)

20 German town 
awarded contract 
after tip off (5)

22 Actually a celebrity 
(2,6)

24 Take and return 
(take back to scrap) 
(6)

27 I've cash - many 
oddly unprepared -
banks close 
dispensers (7,8)

28 Fraught with risk, 
£1000 invested 
poorly (6)

29 Stewart departed as 
planned (7)

Down

2 Turned bend but 
not with bender 
thing (9)

3 Facility to carry 
oxygen on type of 
bodily fluid (5)

4 Poet s very relieved 
- not in a million 
years (4)

6 Former space 
traveller once, and 
third in relaunch 
(9)

7 Slur words and fit 
as food thrown up, 
black out (5)

8 Meet at end of 
week - is Friday 
clear? (7)

9 Fuel used up some 
years ago, I believe 
(6)

11 Now and again, 
starlet has jury 
remove tops to 
reveal chest (8)

14 Free online 
introductions, so 
called round on the 
cheap (3,1,4)

16 Public House 

featuring cover of 
Ian Gillan s Deep 
Purple (9)

18 Flying saucers - an 
indication that 
inspires confidence 
(9)

19 Did Nick or Troy 
race mother into 
sheltered 
accommodation? 
(7)

21 Just arrived home 
after we moved in 
(6)

23 Criticise if cat starts 
to have kittens (5)

25 "Bare boob!" he'd 
exclaimed with 
excitement (5)

26 Effin good-for-
nothing drifter (4)


